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INTRODUCTION - Transport Systems1: The
essential meaning of sustainability in the context of
transport systems
• Historical context & relationship to transport
• Developing urban & network system requirements
• Optioneering & engaging community
• Principles of sustainability assessment
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Historical context & relationship to transport
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Definition
• “Sustainability” is the ability to sustain,
which means continue or uphold
(Macquarie University NSW, 1982).
• Sustainability, can become one of those
words which is widely used: we know it to
be a worthy societal goal, but no one is too
sure of its precise meaning.
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Historical context
• Late 1960’s, impact of urbanisation and
development on the environment
>>community concern
• Declaration of the Report of the UN
Conference on the Human Environment,
Stockholm, 1972
• principles espoused for a sustainable
civilisation

By the late 1960’s, humanity had begun to realise the impact that urbanisation
and development in the post World War Two economic boom was beginning to
have on the environment. Increasing community concern leading to the elevation
through national levels of government and international discussion and
resolutions.
To defend and improve the human environment for present and future
generations has become an imperative goal for mankind-a goal to be pursued
together with, and in harmony with, the established and fundamental goals of
peace and of worldwide economic and social development
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Principle 1:
• Man has the fundamental right to freedom,
equality and adequate conditions of life, in
an environment of a quality that permits a
life of dignity and well-being,
• bears responsibility to protect and improve
the environment for present and future
generations.

Principle 1: Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate
conditions of life, in an environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and
well-being, and he bears a solemn responsibility to protect and improve the
environment for present and future generations. (p. 1)
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Principle 2:
• The natural resources of the earth must be
safeguarded for the benefit of present and
future generations through careful
planning or management

Principle 2: The natural resources of the earth, including the air, water, land, flora
and fauna and especially representative samples of natural ecosystems, must be
safeguarded for the benefit of present and future generations through careful
planning or management, as appropriate. (p. 1)
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Principle 15:
• Planning must be applied to human settlements
and urbanisation with a view to avoiding adverse
effects on the environment
• and obtaining maximum social, economic and
environmental benefits for all

Principle 15: Planning must be applied to human settlements and urbanisation
with a view to avoiding adverse effects on the environment and obtaining
maximum social, economic and environmental benefits for all. (p. 1)
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More Definition
• a new type of development paradigm was
required
• the concept of sustainable development
(World Commission on Environment and
Development, 1987).

Report “Our Common Future” in 1987 which made it clear that the world’s current
pattern of economic growth was not sustainable on ecological grounds and that a
new type of development paradigm was required to meet the foreseeable human
needs
development was often a pattern of rapid depletion of available resources, rapid
use of the ecological capacity and an increasing gap in share of the development
benefits between the developed and undeveloped world.
The Report introduced the concept of sustainable development, defining it as
‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs’
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More Definition
• economic development, social
development and environmental protection
are interdependent and mutually
reinforcing components of sustainable
development
(World Summit on Social Development,
1995 & World Summit on Sustainable
Development, 2002).

By 1995, at the World Summit on Social Development, in Copenhagen the interrelationship between the economic, social and environmental components of
sustainable development were being thoughtfully discussed, coming to this
conclusion.
Three interdependent and mutually reinforcing components: economic
development, equitable social development and environmental protection
(stewardship) became known as the so-called "three E's" of environment,
economy and equity. These became the interdependent and mutually reinforcing
pillars of sustainable development at the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg (United Nations, 2002), where Agenda 21
was reaffirmed by member countries.
also known as triple bottom line
The United Nations World Summit for Social Development held at Copenhagen in
1995 identified that the physical sustainability implies a concern for social equity
between generations, a concern that must logically be extended to equity within
each generation
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Action
• UN provide broad principles and
supporting role
• National governments prime responsibility
for leading

The United Nations General Assembly, and United Nations agencies to facilitate
sustainable development saw that they needed to provide supportive roles but
the effectiveness depends on the actions of national governments, who have the
prime responsibilities and were encouraged to lead and set up institutional
arrangements that facilitated sustainable development in their own countries.
A particular role and function for the United Nations Commission on Sustainable
Development is to provide a forum for consideration of issues related to
integration of the three dimensions of sustainable development.
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Observation

The interrelationships between the three pillars of environment, economy and equity in society
stimulated various debates in Australia about the relative importance for these pillars and which
was the more important pillar .
These figures represent some of the variations in thinking on the equivalence of each of the
pillars. For example whether some pillars are more important then others or whether while each
pillar is of equal importance, the ecological pillar has absolute constraints providing the framework
in which the other pillars need to fit.
The appropriate equivalence may vary with the community and the values that the community
holds.
Often the natural and social systems are assumed to be in equilibrium.
However, in practice accumulated changes can result in a vulnerable system where additional
change can shift the system into instability.
Resilience in a system instead can provide the system with capability to recover from shocks
rather than be brought to a point of vulnerability. Researchers such as Walker and Salt (2006) are
endeavouring to understand the existing resilience in natural and social systems.
Understanding these characteristics could define some limits on balancing the three pillars of
sustainability.
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Summary
• Environment degrading>>Community concern
>>national >>>international>>>economic &
social equity of response? >> UN define
sustainable development>>>3 mutual pillars
environment, economy, social equity>>>National
governments prime responsibility for leading
>>>> integrated approach to the assessment of
the three pillars? >>>>continuing

Community concern throughout the developed world over the past thirty five
years has lead to the elevation of environmental degradation and social equity
concerns to national and international levels. The concept of sustainability has
gained popularity through the course of these events and come to be defined in
terms of sustainable development, with clear goals of environmental stewardship,
social equity and economic efficiency. Action needs to be led at the national level
for each country.
A need for a holistic, integrated approach to the assessment of the three pillars of
sustainability (environmental stewardship, social equity and economic efficiency)
is recognised as a challenge that continues today.
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City Sustainability
• 2008, > half human population, 3.3 billion
people, are living in urban areas
• By 2030, UN forecasts are for the towns and
cities of the developing world to make up 81 per
cent of urban humanity
• urban form, transport and the interactions with
communities

Various United Nations reports emphasise that the world's economic system is
increasingly an urban one, providing the backbone for national development. The
1992 United Nation’s Agenda 21 identifies that rapidly growing cities, unless wellmanaged, face major environmental problems.
The centrality of urban form, transport and the interactions with communities, to
the question of sustainability in cities, is demonstrated in the responses from
governments, non government organisations and the academic researchers over
the past 15 years. Governments have initiated various programmes to provide
frameworks, requirements, implementation support and methods of monitoring
progress towards sustainability. Understanding of interaction between urban
form, transport and community has been shown to be essential for meaningful
interpretation of performance of the three pillars of sustainability.
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City Sustainability

(Source: Black, et al., 2002a, p. 191)
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City Sustainability

(Source: Black, et al., 2002a, p. 191)
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City Sustainability
• Cities must look urgently to the future. The projected
expansion of the urban population in Asia and Africa,
from 1.7 to 3.4 billion over a period of only 30 years, and
the reduced level of available resources, stress the need
for a more imaginative but pragmatic response.
• In turn, this will demand a realistic vision for the future,
better information at the local and regional level, as well
as participatory approaches and negotiated agreements
that build on the knowledge and experience of the poor.
(UN 2007 report on the state of the world’s population)

The importance of participation between government, non government
organisations and local community is seen in the following extract from the United
Nations 2007 report on the state of the world’s population
(http://www.unfpa.org/swp/2007/english /chapter_6/ preparing.html, Jan 2008):
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STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION
•
•
•
•
•

Inquiry by design
Agency views
Workshop process
Futures Forum
Sapporo (Japan)
strategic transport
plan (1000 persons)

Visioning
An example of this is the “Accessible City” strategy (Sydney City Council, 1995).
The approach differed from previous strategies by the Council in that it
approached the whole transport question from the point of view of accessibility,
not as only one of a number of objectives. The first steps were to visualise the
city as it should be in terms of ease of access, both moving about within the city
and in relation to getting to the city from neighbouring communities and regions.
Sydney City Council used accessibility to first shape the city form scenario it
perceived the community would like to see, that is to visualise it and only then
looked at strategies and programmes to form the framework for the years ahead.
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City Sustainability Visions
• Canberra initiative
• “sustainable communities program”
• “to put into effect a planning policy
framework for more sustainable living that
draws on the inherent qualities of
Canberra and builds a greater sense of
place, spirituality and responsibility”.

The aim of the Government’s sustainable communities program is “to put into
effect a planning policy framework for more sustainable living that draws on the
inherent qualities of Canberra and builds a greater sense of place, spirituality and
responsibility”.
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City Sustainability Visions

Canberra vision:
A series of objectives are derived from major drivers of change, as shown in this
figure
Under each of the drivers of change are a set of objectives grouped under Built
Form, Urban Ecology and Community
The Figure identifies these interrelationships between the various elements of
Canberra’s form and urban systems.
Allows for a diversity of land uses and encourages enterprise, innovation and
increasing self-sufficiency within the local community;
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Sustainability Requirements?
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City Sustainability Requirements
Community / Government
Interaction

Visions

Goals /Objectives

Requirements
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City Sustainability Requirements

Source: City of
Cities – A plan
for Sydney’s
future:
Metropolitan
Strategy
Supporting
Information

Sydney Metropolitan strategy gives an indication of the goals at a high level and
some indication of measures and targets.
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City Sustainability Requirements

• provide methodology that is not only objective but able to
be simply and meaningfully understood and used by
community and government.
• sustainability performance measures founded in
transport and land-use planning building block methods

Transport Canada likewise gives guidance on goals (objectives) but also links
these to issues and to the three broad pillars of sustainability in environmental
stewardship, social equity and economic efficiency.
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City Sustainability Requirements

• provide methodology that is not only objective but able to
be simply and meaningfully understood and used by
community and government.
• sustainability performance measures founded in
transport and land-use planning building block methods
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City Sustainability Requirements
Economic efficiency
Liveable streets and neighbourhoods
Protection of the environment
Equity and social inclusion
Safety
Contribution to economic growth

These are well recognised city wide goals for Sydney.
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City Sustainability Requirements

• Moving from vision to options
• Goals for the city as a whole
• targets defined by the city’s community itself
• Unpacking these goals to more specific lower level
goals>>>>>>

Moving from vision to options first requires
Defining the goals for the city as a whole
Setting targets for these goals needs to be largely defined for each city by that community itself (with the
assistance of the planning profession) Exception where more global action is needed i.e.
Greenhouse……………also need to recognise absolute limits of environment….resilience
perspectives……where accumulated changes can result in a vulnerable system where

additional change can shift the system into instability.
Unpacking these goals to more specific lower level goals>>>>>>
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City Sustainability Requirements
• Unpacking these goals to more specific lower level
goals:
•

relating to individual community sectors and their needs

• specific goals as requirements for parts of the urban
system and sectors of the city,
• identify the functions it is expected to deliver, putting a
boundary around the contribution.

Unpacking these goals to more specific lower level goals:
relating to individual community sectors and their needs and
identifying specific goals as requirements for parts of the urban system and sectors of the city,
For the part of the system being planned identifying these requirements is easier if first identify the functions
it is expected to deliver, putting a boundary around the contribution the system part is able to make towards
the higher level goal.
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Options & Performance?

Whilst community and government have been able to develop shared visions for
the character of the cities into the future and suggest the goals and options,
community participation beyond this has been limited.
When it comes to the question of which scenario should be selected, there is little
scope for government and community to interactively shape the choice. This risks
a disconnect between community and the planning agencies beyond this point.
Without quantifiable assessment methods, the connection between scenarios and
sustainability outcomes are extremely subjective to the point where little benefit
may come from public discussion.
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City Sustainability Optioneering
•

relating to individual community sectors and their needs

•

specific goals as requirements for parts of the urban system and sectors of the city,

•

identify the functions it is expected to deliver, putting a boundary around the
contribution.

• Interactive community /government “what if and
sustainability performance” process
• Use of simple visible assessment methods to
display the system wide sustainability outcomes
for each option

Improving the visibility of these connections for community and decision makers
alike will increase the opportunity for better choices and community ownership of
the options that are to be progressed.
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City Sustainability Optioneering

• Assess against requirements
• How to assess
• How to visualise

Use the sustainability requirements but assess the city wide sustainability
performance change.
Use building block methods of transport planning to provide the analytical basis
and traceability to the levers that drive sustainability.
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